Abstract
Introduction

Digital Spatial Libraries
Real-time cartography imaging applications provide user with the view of geographic map for the area surrounding the user's location. The geographical map image is obtained from Digital Spatial Library and transmitted via network to user's mobile device such as pocket computer (PDA) or a mobile phone. Digital Spatial Library is an electronic archive of geographic imagery data [F+95, S89] . The images forming the archive are the color (or grayscale) raster images or multi-layer map images. The multi-layer map images consist of the set of semantic layers, each containing the data with distinct semantic content, e.g. roads, elevation lines, state boundaries, water areas, etc. The layers are combined and displayed to the user as a generated color image, in which the data of each type is usually depicted using its own color (see Figure 1 ). performance. Separation also gives the ability to select specific layers at the time of viewing [FAKGB02, FKV02] .
Often though, the original vector or semantic data are not available. In such (still prevailing) situations we have only raster color image as the original map. The semantic layers must be obtained from the color image through the color separation process (see Figure 3 ). The map image is divided into binary layers so that each layer represents one color in the original image [FKA02] . This color separation process however leads to appearance of severe artifacts in places when information in one layer overlaps another.
These artifacts affect statistical properties and consistency of the layers and result in degraded visual quality and compression performance. The Figure 4 illustrates the corruption of semantic layers. Secondary problem arises in situations where some of the layers must be extracted or, opposite, removed from the image. Lower layers in hierarchy will suffer more from degradation as well as top-level layers will cause more degradation on under-laying imagery data if being removed.
In this paper we present a technique to restore semantic layers resulting from decomposition of the map image using color separation process. The standard (so called 'crisp') morphology has been also extended to 'soft' morphology, which is more tolerant to noise and has advantages in image filtering [KA94] . The idea of using nonlinear filtering for improving compression performance of the image is known as image enhancement and was investigated in [ W86, ZD96] . Most filtering techniques improve compression performance by degrading the image which results in loss of image content (e.g. smoothing). However, in our task we can not use that kind of enhancement techniques because we agreed that the content of the map image is critically important and can not be degraded.
A variety of o ther methods utilizing global (semantic) and statistical p roperties was developed [AF00b, FAKK02, RS01, PL00]. Some of these methods are not directly applicable to the context of map images, others (as in the case of latter techniques) require significant computational or memory resources which are not available for mobile devices.
Mathematical morphology -the background
Mathematical morphology refers to a branch of nonlinear image processing and analysis developed initially by Georges Matheron [M75] and Jean Serra [S82] that concentrates on the geometric structure within an image.
The main idea is to analyze the shapes of objects in an image by "probing" the image with a small geometric template (e.g. line segment, disc, square) known as the structuring element. The choice of the appropriate structuring element strongly depends on the particular application at hand.
Basic definitions
Consider E is an Abel group and
We denote by () E P the power set of E comprising all subsets of E .
In case of discrete binary images E is defined as 2 E = Z and binary image X -as a set
The function f is called characteristic function of X . For a set AE ⊆ and element hE ∈ we define the translate of A along the vector h as
Dilation, erosion and rank operators
Given a fixed set AE ⊆ called in morphology the structuring element, we define the dilation of X by A, denoted by
, as an operator on () E P such as 
One finds that , () An X ρ sets the pixel to the foreground if amount of pixels on the image in a neighborhood defined by the structuring element is greater than n. Otherwise pixel is set to be background. From Matheron's representation theorem [M75] follows that rank operator can be treated as the base operator of mathematical morphology. In particular, 
Soft morphology
Soft morphological filters are less sensitive to additive noise and small variations in the shapes of the object to be filtered than standard morphological filters. The definitions of the soft morphological operators are similar to crisp operators but incorporate a factor, r , of how well the structuring element fits within the image. The factor r represents the minimum acceptable overlap between X and the displaced structuring element A .
Layer reconstruction technique
The base restoration algorithm
The task of restoration consists of three stages. First we decompose the combined map image into a set of corrupted layers. Then, for every corrupted layer, the conditioning mask is created. Conditioning mask defines the area where the restoration of layer could be performed keeping the combination of restored layers untouched. Typically, the mask for every layer is a union of all upper-laying layers. Obviously, all modifications performed in mask area will be overlapped when combined color image will be presented to the user.
Mask is defined with respect to the assumption that layers in multi-layer map are combined one over another in a predefined order. Depending on the particular case, it is possible to simplify the mask structure by taking into account the nature of objects represented on the map. For example, we can expect that Waters and Field layers could not overlap in reality, and therefore could not overlap on a combined map image. So, when implementing, we can exclude that kind of layers from the conditioning mask (see Figure   5 ).
Waters and its mask Fields and its mask After the conditioning mask is created, the actual reconstruction of the layer is performed.
The restoration is performed using conditional dilation with mask erosion operator. This operator establishes the following iterative process:
The erosion of a mask is applied in order to avoid disadvantages of standard conditional dilation, such as creation of artifacts on the borders of objects which corrupt visual appearance and statistical consistency. 
Algorithm modifications
Different layers have different morphological structure. Therefore reconstruction operator has to be "tuned" for every layer in order to achieve better performance. Parameters which could be modified are: the criterion controlling the amount of iterations in a process; the structuring element of erosion and dilation operator; dilation and erosion operators could be replaced by other (similar) operators (e.g. soft dilation and erosion). Besides that, so called "smoothing approach" (an operator which "smoothes" objects borders in order to improve visual appearance) was considered. Modifications are briefly discussed below.
Criterion of iterations
Criterion of iterations determines how long iterative process should be performed. There are two approaches: Iterate until stability and Iterate fixed amount of times. We investigated that the most efficient approach is to determine the average size of artifacts to be reconstructed and iterate that amount of times. For example, if average artifact size is 4 pixels, than we can be sure that 2 or 3 dilations with block 3x3 are enough for restoration.
Using alternative structuring elements
There are two structuring elements in our algorithm: in objects dilation and in mask erosion. By changing the first element we can control how fast objects expand over the mask. Changing of the second allows controlling how fast mask shrinks. Essential thing also is the relation between speeds of dilation and erosion.
Using soft erosion and dilation
Dilation and erosion operators could be replaced with their soft counterparts. They are relaxed versions of their crisp analogues, and therefore can manage with objects and mask more smoothly. Also, by varying the factor parameter of soft dilation and erosion we can control the speed of expanding and shrinking.
Smoothing approach
Waters and fields typically do not have sharp edges or thin, one or two-pixel details.
Therefore, we can have designed particular morphological operator to smooth borders of objects. Small and sharp artifacts are removed using morphological rank operator. In order to keep final combination of layers untouched, it can only remove pixels from a layer, but not those which originate from the original corrupted layer. Formally it could be expressed following way:
Here X is a layer restored using dilation with mask erosion technique (see Figure 7) , L is an original corrupted layer, C is a structuring element of rank operator and k is a rank parameter. We use that operator on every step of iterative process of reconstruction to smooth borders of objects. The algorithm is modified the following way:
Combined approach
Analysis of restoration techniques for every single layer showed that soft modification of the algorithm presented the best compression improvement for Waters layer and modification with smoothing applied -the best improvement for Fields and Elevation layer.
We proposed and evaluate Combined algorithm. Combined algorithm is the algorithm, where Elevation and Fields layer is reconstructed with smooth modification and Waters layer -with soft modification.
Removing a single layer from the map
The task of restoration of layers arises also when there is a need for removing a layer (or several layers) from a map. For example some less important layers, like e.g. elevation lines could be unnecessary to the map user driving a car, moreover they can make difficulties for reading a map. It is impossible just to remove that layer because of artifacts it leaves on under-laying layers. Therefore, the restoration technique should be applied to all layers below the one to be removed. 
Evaluation
Objectives of evaluation
The restoration technique has been evaluated on a set of topographic color-palette map images. These map images were decomposed into binary layers with distinctive semantic meaning identified by the pixel color on the map. The restoration algorithm has been applied for reconstruction of these semantic layers after the map decomposition process.
Both the combined color map images and the binary semantic layers composing these color map images were originally available for testing. This fact gave us possibility to compare restored images with their original undistorted counterparts.
The objective of evaluation was to calculate the compression performance in applications were map image is compressed as a set of its binary layers. Restoration method was evaluated against three major compression techniques: LZ (PNG), ITU Group 4 (TIFF) and JBIG. Also optimized binary compression technique presented in [AKF01] was applied. For each of these compression methods we measured the compressed data size for the original semantic layers, similarly for the corrupted binary layers after decomposition, and similarly for reconstructed binary layer using the reconstruction method.
Test set
The test set includes five randomly chosen images from the "NLS Basic • Basic -topographic image, supplemented with communications networks, buildings, protected sites, benchmarks and administrative boundaries;
• Elevation -elevation lines;
• Water -lakes, rivers, swamps, water streams;
• Fields -agricultural areas.
Compression results
Here we evaluate compression results for PNG, TIFF and JBG file format s. Fourth compression technique further denoted as AKF2 is JBIG2 compression using optimized multi-layer context templates. This method optimizes the size and the ordering of pixels within the context template and provides better compression performance than standard JBIG2 [AKF01] . The size of multi-layer context template was chosen to be 10 as in standard JBIG to maintain computational complexity of compression algorithm. Improvement of its compression requires more sophisticated heuristics than mathematical morphology. Figure 9 illustrates compression improvements presented in a Table 1 . 
Conclusion
We proposed a technique for restoration binary semantic layers of the map images from the corruption caused by the decomposition of the image using color separation process. The technique alleviates the deficiency of compression up to 90-100% (for PNG and TIFF) or up to 40-60% for JBG and AKF2 compression technique. It allows obtaining up to 30-50% compression improvement for standalone layers and improves the total compression rate (calculated for the sum of the layers) up to 5-10% depending on the compression method.
Low total improvement rates are caused by the presence of non-or hardly restorable layers, such as Basics and Elevation. The color map image resulting from the combination of the reconstructed layers remain s identical to the original because all changes to the layer content are performed only within those areas that will be certainly overlapped during the composition.
